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1. Introduction. Let f(s) be an analytic function with a fixed point s0, i.e., a

solution of/(i)—5=0, in its domain of regularity. We say that/0) ¡s embedded

in a one parameter group near sQ if there is a family/(í; r) of analytic functions,

—oo < t < oo, for each t, regular in a neighborhood (depending on r) of the common

fixed point ¿0, such that

f(s; t + r) =f(f(s; t); t),        -oo < t,    T < oo,

f(s;l)=f(s).

We call the group continuous if the coefficients ck(t) in the expansion

(1.1) f(s;t) = s0+2ck(t)(s-s0)k
k=i

are continuous. Similarly, the term continuous one parameter semigroup refers

to the case when the parameter range is 0^r<oo.

It has been known since Koenigs (1884) that if \f'(s0)\ is not 0 or 1, then em-

bedding in a continuous one parameter group near s0 is always possible. We

outline a method of proof in §2. The possibility of such an embedding is important

in iterative procedures of analysis, in conformai mapping problems, in the study

of Markov branching processes and in other applications.

Consequently the em beddings have been studied by numerous authors, of whom

we mention only I. N. Baker [1], E. Jabotinsky [2] and G. Szekeres [4]. When

f'(sQ) = l, the embedding is not always possible. It was shown by Baker that the

only meromorphic functions/(s), with a fixed point s0 such that f'(s0)= I, which

can be embedded in a continuous one parameter group near s0, are the linear

fractional functions

f(s) = So + (s-s0)l(l+a(s-So)).

Thus in this case the possibility of embedding is rare.

A fixed point s0 for which f'(s0) = l is a multiple root of the equation f(s)=s.

Thus the result of Baker is concerned with a multiple fixed point. We study a
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related problem in which the fixed points are simple (i.e., not multiple) but in

which there are two fixed points s0, sx and the segment [s0, sx] joining them is

mapped onto itself by/(s). We ask whether/(j) can be embedded in a continuous

one parameter group of functions each regular in a neighborhood of the segment.

We prove a result similar to that of Baker but valid for an even wider class of

functions than the meromorphic functions. The following definition is needed.

Definition. A function g(s) is of class S" if there is a closed countable set S in

the extended complex plane and g(s) is regular and one valued in the complement

of S.

Theorem. Let f(s) be a function of class ¡f with two fixed points s0, sx such that

the segment [s0, sx] is in the domain of regularity off(s) and is mapped onto itself by

f(s). Assume that 0 < |/'(i0)| < 1 < |/'C?i)| and that for s in the open segment (s0, sx),

f(s)^s,f'(s)^0. Then there is a continuous one parameter group offunctions f(s; t)

with common fixed points s0, sx and invariant segment [s0, sx] such that f(s; l)=f(s)

if and only iff(s) is a linear fractional function.

Our interest in the embedding problem stems from applications in the theory of

Markoff branching processes. Here one has a probability generating function

(1.2) f(s)= J Ck*h,       ck^0,   2Ck = L
k = 0

The iterates fn(s) defined by f0(s)=s and

fn + l(s)  = fn(f(s)), «  =   1,2,...

are all probability generating functions and map the unit disc |j| S 1 into itself.

They satisfy/„(1) = 1. The related Markov process is called supercritical if m=f'(l)

= 2kck>l. In this case, if either/(0)>0 or/(0)=0 and/'(0)>0, then there is a

unique fixed point s0, such that Oáj0<l> and we have f'(s0) = c, 0<c<l. The

question of interest here is whether f(s) can be embedded in a continuous one

parameter semigroup of probability generating functions f(s; t), 0±=r<oo.

If the embedding exists then for every rational r>0 we have/(i0; t)=s0. We

prove only the case/(0) > 0. For any t > 0 we can choose a positive integer n so that

nt > 1 and hence

f(0;nt)=f(f(0;l);nt-l)

which is positive since /(0; l)=/(0)>0. Also from f(s; t + r)=f(f(s; t);r) and

continuity follows

f'(l;t) = mt> I.

Therefore for each r>0 there is a unique fixed point s(t), 0<s(t)< 1, and simple

calculations show that s(t)=s(l)=s0 if t is rational. It then follows from con-

tinuity assumptions that s(t)=s0 for all r>0.
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If the embedding is possible, then the coefficient cx(t)=f'(s0; t) will be a con-

tinuous solution of c10+t) = c10)c1(t); hence C!0)>0, Oáí<oo. Consequently

each of the functions will map the segment [sQ, 1] onto itself and f(s;t)^s,

s0<s< 1. It is shown in Karlin and McGregor [3] that if we also assume that/0)

is regular at s= 1, then for each t^0;f(s; t) is regular at s= 1. If this be the case,

then the functions/0; t) have inverses regular on [s0, 1] which map [s0, 1] onto

itself and hence f(s) is embeddable in a continuous group of analytic functions

regular on [s0, 1] with [s0, 1] as an invariant segment. The result stated above

therefore gives the following conclusion.

Theorem. Iff(s) is a probability generating function of class Sf, regular at s = 1

vw7«/'(l)> 1 and either f(0)>0 or f(0) = 0 andf'(0)>0, then f(s) can be embedded

in a continuous one parameter semigroup of probability generating functions if and

only iff(s) is a linear fractional function.

In the subcritical case w=/'(l)< 1 it may happen that there is a second fixed

point sx> 1 such that/(j) is regular in some disc \s\ <sx + e. This will always be the

case if f(s) is meromorphic. The function g(s) =f(ssx)/sx is then a probability

generating function in the supercritical case with fixed points at l/sx and at 1. If

/OO is embedded in a one parameter semigroup/0; t) of probability generating

functions then so is g(s),

g(s;t) = f(ssx; t)/sx,

and the same result applies.

2. The embedding near a simple fixed point. Let f(s) be any analytic function

regular at a fixed point s0 with f'(s0) = c, 0< \c\ < 1. Then, uniformly in a neigh-

borhood of s0 we have

(2.1) limfMzl° = A{sy
n-* co C

This is well known, but for completeness we outline a method of proof. It will

be shown that the convergence of (2.1) is valid in any connected domain N which

contains i0 and such that s e N implies f(s) e N, f'(s)^0, fn(s) -»■ s0 as « -»■ oo.

Any sufficiently small disc with center s0 satisfies these conditions.

By differentiation of/„ + x(s) =f(fn(s)) we obtain

(2.2) fn + x(s) = f'(s)f'(f(s))f'(f2(s)) ■ ■ f'VM),

(2.3) /;+ x(s)/f: ♦ lO) = ñWM + [/"(/nO))//'(/nO))]/n'0).

Since f'(fn(s)) ->/'(io) =c and 0<|c|<l we deduce from (2.2) that /¡(i)^-O

geometrically and 2"=i/n0) converges uniformly in any compact part of N.

Then, from (2.3)

2 [/:+iO)//ñ+iO)-/;o)//;o)]
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converges uniformly in any   compact  part   of N,  and   hence   likewise   for

lim (fiWm = eis).
n-+ co

By integration we find

lim [fn(s)lcn] = exp P o(0 d{
n-»°o Js0

and integrating once more shows that (2.1) converges uniformly in any compact

part of N.

The limit A(s) is regular at s0 and satisfies

(2.4) A(f(s)) = cA(s),       A(s0) = 0,       A'(s0) = 1.

We solve w = A(s) to find the inverse function s = B(w). It is regular at w = 0 and

satisfies Schroder's functional equation

(2.5) f(B(w)) = B(cw),       B(0) = i0,       F'(0) = 1.

The coefficients in the power series F(w) = 2o° bkwk are uniquely determined by

(2.5).
The iterates of f(s), and of the inverse function /_ x(s), are expressed by the

formula

(2.6) /n(i) = B(c"A(s)),       n = 0, ± 1, ± 2,...,

because B(w) is regular in a disc |vv| < p, and for any given n, cnA(s) will lie in this

disc for all s in some neighborhood of s0. It then follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that,

for fixed n, (2.6) is valid in this neighborhood of s0.

Let a be the real determination of a=log c<0. Then we obtain an embedding

of f(s) in a one-parameter group of functions, with common fixed point s0, setting

(2.7) f(s; t) = B(eatA(s)),

and we obtain other such embeddings by replacing a by

av = a + 277lV

where v is an integer,

(2.8) fM(s; t) = B(e^tA(s)),       v = 0, ± 1, ± 2,....

For any fixed v this has an expansion

CO

(2.9) fw(s; t) = s0+ 2 ck(t)(s-s0)k,
k = l

where the coefficients ck(t) are continuous functions of t. Let us verify that (2.8)

gives all embeddings off(s) with this continuity property. In fact, it follows from

f(s; t + r)=f(f(s; t); t) that cx(t) must be a solution of

Cx(t + r) = Cx(t)cx(r), CX(1) = C

and the only continuous solutions are

cx(t) = exp t(a + 2-niv)
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where v is an integer. The remaining coefficients in (2.9) are then uniquely deter-

mined by repeated differentiation of/(/(i); t)=f(f(s; t)) at s = s0. Because of the

uniqueness the resulting determination of (2.9) must coincide with (2.8) for the

chosen value of v. Throughout our discussion the term continuous group refers to

continuity of the coefficients ck(t) in the expansion about a fixed point.

3. Embedding in a neighborhood of two fixed points.    For a function f(s) with

two simple fixed points s0 and sx we can transform / by the function

<p(s) = s0 + (sx-s0)s,

to obtain a new function

_/-„\ / r v„\        f(SQ + (Sl ~ W ~ S0
g(s) = (9-xfip)(s) =-.

sx—s0

which has simple fixed points at 0 and 1 with g'(0) =f'(s0), g'(l)=f'(sx). The function

g(s), whose iterates gt are the transforms <p-xfi<p of the iterates off, can be embedded

in a continuous one parameter group of functions g(s; t) each analytic on the

segment [0, 1 ] and leaving that segment invariant, if and only if/(s) can be embedded

in a continuous one parameter group/(í; t) with invariant segment [sQ, sx]. We

note that f'(s) is necessarily real valued on the segment.

After this preliminary discussion we now assume that s0=0, sx = 1 and/'(0) = c,

f'(l) = m where 0<c<l <m,f(s)^s andf'(s)^0for0<s<l. The inverse function

f-x(s) has the same fixed points and fLx(l)=m~1< 1, so the discussions of §2

apply. The limit

(3.1) A*(s)= lim [/_„(*)-l]/m-"
n-. co

exists uniformly in a neighborhood of s= 1 and

A*(f(s)) = mAt(s),       AJX) = 0,       A'*(l) = 1.

The inverse function B*(w) satisfies

(3.2) /(F*(w)) = B^mw),       5,(0) = 1,       F*(0) = 1.

The most general embedding of/in a continuous one parameter group of functions

with common fixed point at s= 1 is of the form

(3.3) fi»\s; t) = B¿e**+a*™A*(s)),       p = 0, ± 1, ±2,...

where a is the real determination of log m.

The most general embedding of f(s) in a continuous one parameter group or

semigroup with common fixed point 5 = 0 is of the form (2.8) where

(3.4) A(s) = lim |/B(j)/c»]
n-*co

and B(w) is the inverse function.

Now assume there is an embedding in a continuous one parameter group or
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semigroup such that each function is analytic in some neighborhood of the closed

segment [0, 1] and maps the segment onto itself. Then clearly near j = 0 the

embedding must coincide with (2.8) for v = 0 and coincide near s=l with (3.3)

for p=0.

Our assumption that f(s)^s for 0<s<l implies that/„0)->0 as « -*■ +co for

each s in [0, 1), and by continuity there is a neighborhood 7V„ of [0, 1) in which

(3.4) exists. Similarly there is a neighborhood N2 of (0, 1] in which (3.1) exists.

Since/'O) t^O on (0, 1) we see from (2.2) that/¡0) #0 on (0, 1), and then by differen-

tiating A(fn(s)) = cnA(s) and noting that fn(s)->0 and A'(0) = l, we find that

A'(s)^0 on (0, 1). Similarly A'*(s)^0 on (0, 1). Evidently .40) is strictly increasing

on (0, 1) and we see by letting s -►1 in A(f(s)) = cA(s) that A(s) -> +oo as s -*■ 1 —.

Similarly ^4*0) is strictly monotone on (0, 1) and ^4*0) -> — oo as s->0+. Con-

sequently B(w) is regular on [0, oo), B*(w) is regular on (—oo, 0], and each member

of the equation

(3.5) f(s; t) = B(eatA(s)) = B*(e<«A*(s))

can be continued analytically along the segment (0, 1). For each s in [0, 1), B(eatA(s))

is an analytic function of / regular at r=0, that is, for all t in some 0-neighborhood,

eatA(s) is in the domain of regularity of B(w) and

8f(s; t)
8t

aB'(A(s))A(s) = a A
A'(s)

The derivative can be computed similarly from the last member of (3.5) and hence

(3.6) aA(s)/A'(s) = aA*(s)/A'„(s),       0 < s < 1.

From this we have

A(s) = [K/A*(s)Y,       0 < s < 1,

where y= —a/a and A' is a constant, or equivalently

(3.7) B*(w) = B(K/wy),        -co < w < 0,

where K is a constant. The validity of (3.7) can be extended by analytic continuation

to the domain of analytic existence of either member of the equation.

The remainder of the proof is divided into several lemmas.

Lemma 1. Iff(s) is of class £F, then B*(w) is also a function of class Sf.

The proof is based on analytic continuation of B*(w) using the identity

(3.8) f(B*(w)) = B^mw),       m = f'(l) > I.

The singular points of/0) form a closed countable set S. In a sufficiently small disc

with center at w = 0 the function B^w) is regular. Suppose that for some r>0

there is a countable set Tr in the disc Dr={w; \w\ <r} such that B*(w) is regular
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and single valued in Dr — Tr. If we Dmr then w/m e Dr. For each s e S there are at

most countably many points w e Dr — Tr such that B*(w) = s. Hence, since S is

countable, the set

7mr = {w ; w e Dmr, w/m e Tr,    or    w/m e Dr — Tr   and   B%(w/m) e S}

is countable. If wx e Dmr — Tmr then f(B%(w/m)) is regular at w = wx, and hence

(3.9) B,(w) =f(B*(wfm))

defines an analytic continuation of B* to a single valued function regular in

Dmr — Tmr. It follows, since m>\, that B*(w) is of class S?

Lemma 2. The singular points of B*(w) form a bounded set, B*(w) vanishes at oo,

and y is a positive integer.

Proof. Since B*(w) is of class if, in particular single valued near oo, (3.7) shows,

since B(w) is regular at w=0 and F'(0) = 1, that y is an integer. Since

y = -(logc)/logw > 0,

y is a positive integer. Again from (3.7), B%(w) is regular at oo and vanishes there.

It follows that the set of singular points of B*(w) is bounded.

If g(s) is any nonconstant function of class if, its singular points form a closed

countable set S. This set can be represented as the union S=S0 u S'0 where Su

is the set of isolated points of S and S'0 is the set of non-isolated points of S.

Every point in S'0 is a limit point of S0, otherwise we should have a point z in S'0

and a closed disc D with center at z such that D n Sisa nonvoid closed set without

isolated points. By the category theorem such a set is uncountable, which is

impossible in our case.

Definition. A singular point z of g(s) is called of type 1 if the range of g(s) in

every neighborhood of z is dense in the complex plane. For example a pole is not of

type 1 but an isolated essential singularity is of type 1.

Lemma 3. Let g(s) be a nonconstant function of class £f and let z be a nonisolated

singular point of g. Then z is of type 1.

Proof. The assertion is clear if z is a limit point of isolated essential singularities

of g(s), so it will be sufficient to consider the case when some neighborhood N

of z contains no isolated singularities other than poles. We can choose A^ to be a

closed disc with center z since S, the set of singularities of g(s), is countable, such

that no singular points lie on the boundary of N. Suppose, to the contrary, that z

is not of type 1. Then if N is small enough g(s) is bounded away from some finite

complex value b in N, and h(s) = [g(s) - b] ~1 is bounded in N. Hence h(s) has no

isolated singularities in N. Since h(s) is regular at every point in N where g(s) is

regular, the singularities of h(s) in N form a closed countable set without isolated
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points. By the category argument this set must be void, so h(s) is regular at z. But

z is a limit point of poles of g(s), so a limit point of zeros of h(s). Hence h(s) is

constant and this violates the hypothesis that g(s) is not constant. Thus the

singularity of g(s) at z must be of type 1.

Lemma 4. B>,.(w) andf(s) are rational functions.

Proof. First we note that if B*(w) has a singularity of type 1 at some point

w = wx then (3.9) shows that the range off is dense in the complex plane, and then

(3.8) shows that B*(w) also has a singularity of type 1 at w = mwx. Hence all of the

points wx, mwx, m2wx,... are singularities of type 1 for B*(w). Since m> 1 this

violates our earlier conclusion that the singularities of B*(w) form a bounded set.

Hence the only singularities of B*(w) are poles, finite in number, and B*(w)

vanishes at oo, so is a rational function. Next we note from (3.8) that if/0) has a

singular point of type 1 in the range of B*(w) then B*(w) would also have a singular

point of type 1, which is not the case. Moreover B*(w), like all rational functions,

assumes every complex value so that every singular point of f(s) is in the range of

B*(w). Consequently every singularity of f(s), including that at oo if it occurs, is a

pole, and f(s) is a rational function.

We can now complete the proof of the main theorem and show that f(s) is a

linear fractional function. We have f(s) = U(s)/ V(s) where U(s), V(s) are poly-

nomials with no common root. Letp = max (degree U, degree V). Then/(i) assumes

each complex value exactly p times. We assume p > 1 and obtain a contradiction.

We can choose a finite complex value £ so that none of the following conditions

are satisfied :

00/'(0=o,
(b) Bif(w) = l has a solution such that B'*(w) = 0.

Let « be the number of times B*(w) assumes each complex value. Then because of

(b), the equation B*(w) = £ has « distinct solutions wx,..., wn. And because of (a),

since p> 1 there is a value |^£ such that f(F) =f(Q = c. Let wn + x be a solution of

B*(w) = £. Then the equation B*(mw) = c has the « + 1 distinct solutions wx, w2,...,

wn+x which is impossible. This contradiction proves that/?=l and/0) is '¡near

fractional.

4. Further remarks and examples. When the condition that f(s) be single

valued under analytic continuation is dropped, one can find embeddable functions

in great profusion from the transformation

(4.1) g = <p-xfy.

Here we can take for <p any function which is regular in a neighborhood of the

fixed segment [s0, sx], maps the segment onto itself, and satisfies <p'(s)¥:0 on the

open segment 00, sx). If <p has a zero at the end s=s0, then the composite fy has

there a zero of the same order so that g = <p-xfip is regular at s0- Similar remarks
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apply to the end s=sx. Iff is embeddable, in particular iff is linear fractional with

iterates /,, then g is also embeddable with iterates

(4.2) gt = çp-i/jç?.

Particularly interesting examples arise from the probability generating function

(4.3) f(s) = cs/(l-(l-c)s),       0<c<l

where (s0=0, Si==l) and the function

(4.4) <p(s) = sk,       k = 2,3.

In this case we obtain

(4.5) g(s) = <p-x(f(<p(s))) = cllks[l -(1 -c)skYlk

which is again a probability generating function.

Transformation of (4.3) by the function

(4.6) t(s) = l-(l-s)',       1 = 2,3,...

leads to an embeddable function

(4.7) g(s) = KiVWß)))

which is not a probability generating function. Transformation of/by either of the

composite functions

m*)) = [i - (i -s)T,   m*)) = i - (i -*f

leads to further embeddable functions and such transformations can be iterated.
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